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Tyumen is one of Russia’s great «smaller cities» — with a high 
living standard, lots of cultural options, good ecology, 

friendly people, and a large student population.

Tyumen’s population is 800,000 
people, increasing rapidly, making 
it one of the fastest-growing cities 
of Russia. The city consistently 
ranks top in Russia for its standard 
of living, infrastructure, safety, 

and quality of medical care. It 
features a rich history, relaxed, 
friendly atmosphere, and a compact 
pedestrian-friendly center with a 
unique 4-level river embankment.

1586 — the year the city was founded

275 sunny days per year

16 direct flights to Moscow and St.Petersburg daily

8 universities

960 restaurants and cafes

2018 — the year brand new dormitories opened at
the University of Tyumen



CLIMATE

Average temperature 
in the SAS building 

+22ºС / 72°F

Average temperature in January –15ºС / 5°F 

(the coldest month of the year)

Average temperature in July +24ºС / 75°F 

(the warmest month of the year)

Winter in Tyumen lasts from three to four months. Summer lasts for about 
three months but is quite warm. The weather in the region is simultaneously 
influenced by cold Siberian fronts and dry winds from Kazakh steppes.

Tyumen’s climate is very changeable and is 
significantly different from the weather typical 
for Central Russia. In general, it is classified as a 
humid continental climate. Despite great swings 
in temperature, weather-related incidents and 
emergencies rarely occur here.



LOGISTICS

Airport «Roshchino»                        City Center

International airport «Roshchino» 
is located 15 km from the city 
center, the road from the airport 
will take about 20 minutes.

Yandex.Taxi ≈ 300 RUB click to download

In the airport building* ≈ 400 RUB

*You can find a stand for taxi service near the
main exit from the airport (follow the signs) 

Tyumen is perfect for walking. The 
SAS building is located in the city 
center, where you can see various 
architectural styles: Renaissance, 
Neoclassicism, Art Nouveau, wooden 
architecture, and the famous 
Siberian Baroque.
There are inexpensive taxis: Yandex, 
Uber, and City Mobile. The route and 
schedule of public transport can be 
viewed in the application «Tyumen.
Transport»

«Tyumen.Transport»

click to go

https://vk.com/away.php?utf=1&to=https%3A%2F%2Fapp.adjust.io%2Fyyhnvg_t4c0o0%3Fcampaign%3DRU-MULTI-ALL%26adgroup%3Dpromo-page%26creative%3Dcls-_txt-download-app_lng-ru_icn-_bkg-_btn-%26deep_link%3Dyandextaxi%253A%252F%252F
https://tgt72.ru/schedule/


SAS BUILDING

SAS building is one of the most 
modern and functional university 
spaces in Russia. The project 
was developed by the Moscow 
architectural bureau UNK project. 
Space reflects the ideas of SAS 
about education, which, in our 
version, should be intense, open, 
and diverse.

The first floor of the building is an open urban intellectual space, 
with a Disciplina Coffeeshop (with one of the best coffee in the city), a 
university canteen with affordable prices, and an independent bookstore 
“Nobody Sleeps” with intellectual literature. People come here to 
talk, to sit with their laptops, and to experience the SAS atmosphere.



DISCIPLINA COFFEESHOP

Coffee in SAS is not only a way to 
maintain the necessary intensity 
of intellectual activity, but also 
ritual, pleasure, and in general, the 
SAS style of life.

Disciplina Coffeeshop mainly uses coffee beans from the Brazilian region of Minas 
Gerais, naturally processed and medium roasted. For lovers of interesting types of 
black coffee, the coffee shop offers the regions of Colombia, Ethiopia, Burundi at the 
airport. Signature drinks (citrus, lavender, and RAF-halva) are prepared entirely on 
natural ingredients without syrups.

The cafe is open daily

from 9:00 am to 9:00 pm

The average price of coffee: 
Americano - 100 rubles 
Cappuccino - 120 rubles



DARK THIRST

One of the SAS open intellectual space 
components is the diptych of the artist 

Ivan Plyushch’s «Dark Thirst.»

«Dark Thirst» is a play on words. The 
black substance fills the empty interior, 
the natural subdues everyday life. In 
the second work, the character himself, 
turning into a black substance, floods 
the endless desert — a person tries to 
subdue space. In this ambivalence exist 
all modern processes of production and 
consumption.

Ivan Plushch entered the seven most 
promising Russian artists of the new 
generation, according to Forbes 
magazine. The artist is known for his 
large-scale spatial installations and 
vivid paintings. The central theme 
of his works is time, in the leading 
role — the process. Plushch chooses 
a certain long-term coordinate 
system, expanded in time but limited 
by space - the canvas frame or the 
border of the installation.



CANTEEN

Please note that eating is only permitted 
on the ground floor. Drinks in closed 
containers can be carried anywhere in the 
school building.

SAS ALERT

Monday - Friday

9:00 am- 5:00 pm



BOOKSTORE

«Nobody Sleeps» is an unusual 
bookstore format for the city, 
located on the first floor of SAS. 
The store offers an author’s 
selection of literature and 
periodicals, which can be found 
only in a few bookstores in the 
country.

The bookstore is open daily

from 11:00 am to 9:00 pm

The store also features books 
recommended by SAS professors.



ROOM 501

Capacity:                        200 people

Seating type:                                                                Chairs

Equipment: ⠀

2 projectors / screens with identical projection + Loudspeaker system                               ⠀

HDMI extension cable to connect a laptop to a projector                                                                                                                    ⠀ 

Computer connected to projectors                                                           ⠀

PTZ-webcam ⠀

Flipchart ⠀



ROOM 312
COWORKING / LIBRARY

Capacity:                                       60 people

Seating type:                                         Tablet arm chairs

Equipment: ⠀

Projector + Loudspeaker system                                                                              ⠀

HDMI extension cable to connect a laptop to a projector                ⠀

Video-conferencing system                           ⠀

Flipchart ⠀



CLASSROOMS 

Capacity:                                                               20 people

Seating type:                   Desks / Round tables / Chairs

Equipment: ⠀

1 projector and 1 projection screen + Loudspeaker system                                                  ⠀

HDMI extension cable to connect a laptop to a projector                                                ⠀

Video-conferencing system                                                             ⠀

Marker wall                                                                     ⠀

Flipchart ⠀



BREAKOUT ROOMS

Equipment: 
Marker wall 

Flipchart

Capacity: 4-6 people
Seating type: Chairs



PLACES NEAR SAS

«Bashi »

Georgian cuisine
st. Volodarsky, 43

12.00–00.00 

«Kak my 
lyubim»

Burger
st. March 8, 2 k.9

11.00–01.00

«Ital’yanskiy 
razgovornyy»

st. Maxim Gorky, 44 k2
Mon-Thu: 11:30 - 23:00

Friday: 11: 30-00: 00
Sat-Sun: 10:00 - 00:00 



«See yu»

Asian cuisine
st. March 8, 2k. 11

12.00–23.00 

«DOGMA BAR»

Craft beer
st. Soviet, 55
12.00–02.00

«MESTIA»

Kitchen and wine
st. Dzerzhinsky, 38

12.00–00.00

PLACES NEAR SAS



RECOMMENDED PLACES

«Poseidon»
Seafood restaurant

Lunacharskogo Street, 47
11.00 - 01.00

«Chum»
Unique restaurant of 

northern cuisine
Malygina Street, 59

11.00–02.00 

«CAFÉ 15/86»
Best waterfront views
Volodarskogo Street, 3

12.00–02.00



RECOMMENDED PLACES

«Tvorchestvo»
Bar. Kitchen.

Molodezhnaya Street, 74 bldg4
12.00 - 02.00 

«BEZ PRELYUDII»
Gastrobar

Gertsena Street, 96
Mon-Fri 12:00 - 23:00
Sat-Sun 10:00 - 23:00

«Prokof’yev»
Сoffee house

Respubliki Street, 26
Mon-Fri: 07.30 - 23.00
Sat-Sun: 09:00 - 23:00



RECOMMENDED PLACES

Multicenter 
«Kontora parokhodstva»

Tyumen Bolshoi Drama 
Theater

Aquapark and spa 
«Leto-Leto»

st. Respubliki, 129

st. Shcherbakova, 87
Daily 10:00 am - 10:00 pm

st. October 25, 23а, bldg1



SOUVENIRS FROM TYUMEN

«T means Tyumen» is the final part of the 

comic book trilogy about the scandalous 

Tyumen superhero from Gosha Elayev. In 

the third book, Tyumen’s adventures blur 

the line between artist and hero, mixing 

the author’s personal experiences and 

hypertrophied superheroics. Most of the 

book is occupied by Boyhood, a comic in 

a comic strip and at the same time a very 

personal diary in English that Gosha kept 

while working on the book.

«Bathhouse» by Ekaterina Zhuravleva 

and Elena Ovsyannikova is a book about 

the only monument of constructivism in 

Tyumen. It was published in the Archive 

series from the TATLIN publishing 

house, which publishes high historical 

and cultural value objects and requires 

immediate public attention.



«Pioneers of Tyumen photography» by Lev Boyarsky — the book is dedicated to the 

430th anniversary of the city of Tyumen and the 150th anniversary of the opening 

of the first photo workshop in the city. Here is the complete picture of how the 

photography business developed in our city at the end of the 19th - beginning of the 

20th centuries; it is described in detail how the destinies of the first photographers 

of Tyumen developed. As part of the continuation of the history of Tyumen 

photography, the second book, «The Age of Photographers,» was published.

SOUVENIRS FROM TYUMEN



SOUVENIRS FROM TYUMEN

«Carved melody of Tyumen» — is a 

book-album restorer of wooden carving 

Vadim Shitov in the workshop, which was 

restored many monuments of wooden 

architecture. This book is a reminder of 

how fragile memory can be.

Souvenirs from «Bumazhka» — are 

bright, distinctive souvenirs with Tyumen 

culture, local humor, and peculiarities. 

Their magnets, postcards, and shoppers 

with the Tyumen soul are presented in the 

bookstore Nobody Sleeps.



Postcards from Tyumen 
artists: Oleg Fedorov, A. 

Chemakin, Anton Zakroev, Vika 
Aude, Marina Kulakova, Sonya 

Devyatyarova.

Ceramics from Tyumen makers: 
Marina Kulakova with the brand «na_

mori» (naive ceramics with marine and 

other motives) and Irina Tyulneva (she 

is recognized by the ceramic mugs with 

animals at the bottom).

SOUVENIRS FROM TYUMEN



HOTELS
DoubleTree by Hilton 

Hotel Tyumen
Hotel «Best Western Plus» 

Spasskaya

Hotel «Mercure Tyumen 
Center» Hotel «Eurasia»

****

********

****

st. Lenina, 2A 
(2.2 km, walk 25 minutes, 

by car 10 minutes)

st. Ordzhonikidze, 46 
((0.35 km, walk 5 minutes)

st. 50-let Oktyabrya, 14 
(1.9 km on foot 25 minutes, 

by car 10 minutes) 

st. Sovetskaya, 20
(0.6 km, walk 10 minutes) 

CLICK TO BOOK

http://www.hilton.ru/hotels/doubletree-by-hilton-hotel-tyumen
http://hotel-spasskaya.ru
http://www.mercure.com
https://www.eurasiahotel.ru/


Art-Hotel «Znat» Hotel «Remezov»

**** ****

st. Griboyedova, 6, к. 1/7 
(1.1 km, walk 15 minutes)

st. 25 Oktyabrya, 27 
(0.8 km, walk 15 minutes)

CLICK TO BOOK

HOTELS

Hotel «Neftyanik»Park-Hotel «LetoLeto»

********

st. Chelyuskintsev, 12 
(0.65 km, walk 10 minutes)

st. Shherbakova, 87/1 
(3.6 km, by car 10 minutes)

https://www.znat-hotel.ru/
http://www.remezovhotel.ru/
http://www.mercure.com
https://www.eurasiahotel.ru/

